PHILADELPHIA, Wednesday, March 25, 1987

**Financial aid will not match hike in tuition**

By RAY BEHN

Financial aid will not match a hike in the average American student's living costs, according to a new report issued yesterday by the University of Pennsylvania's financial aid director.

"Generally, family incomes for students east of the Mississippi River are keeping up with the average in the United States, but not with changes in the cost of living," said William Schilling, financial aid director. "Every year, we meet with a growing need for additional funds on the part of student families, and a growing ability of the university to afford an education in the same fashion.

"I don't think the tuition increase will have a marked impact, but that doesn't mean it won't have some impact." Schilling added. "I don't think the increase will be done in the same way, but the university's ability to afford education in the same way, but it will be done in the same ways." Schilling said.

"Unrestricted aid will come from a variety of sources, including grants and scholarships. However, the federal government, the state, and the university will all play a role in providing financial aid to students." Schilling said.

"The amount available for unrestricted aid will remain relatively the same as in previous years, Schilling added. "The amount available for work-study has remained the same." Schilling said.

"In the future, for the next academic year, which will be the fifth year for unrestricted aid, approximately 65 percent of the $50 million in unrestricted aid will come from the federal government. The amount is not expected to change in the future," Schilling said.

"The university has made a commitment to provide financial aid to students, and we will continue to do that," Schilling said. "The university will continue to provide financial aid to students, and we will continue to do that." Schilling said.
**Off the Wire**

Today's news compiled from Associated Press dispatches

---

**Baker holds top $700G**

FORT MILL, S.C. — Evangelist Jim Bakker, who in 1984 founded a Palmetto, S.C., home while conducting televised prayer vigils in which he claimed to banish the AIDS virus from believers, has lost big backers and his full-time televangelism, and he has been facing a lawsuit.

Yesterday, Baker's lawyers said that Bakker, who had been ordered by a judge to pay the $700,000 in damages awarded to the company, had agreed to a settlement of $150,000.

In 1984, Bakker was ordered by a judge to pay the $700,000 in damages awarded to the company, but he has not paid.

---

**Iran: No attack by America**

NICOXIS, Cyprus — The speaker of Iran's Parliament, who is in charge of the group of MPs who will vote on the war, said yesterday that Iran would not be able to stop the United States from attacking Iraq.

The speaker said that Iran does not have the ability to stop the United States from attacking Iraq.

---

**Koop says AIDS test necessary**

WASHINGTON — Any woman who has a baby should be tested for AIDS before being discharged, Surgeon General E. Robert K. Koop said yesterday, during a news conference.

Koop's advice came during a congressional hearing in which he also testified that women should be tested for AIDS before marriage.

---

**New cancer therapy gives hope to patients**

SAN DIEGO — A new form of therapy is providing “some hope” to patients with cancer for the first time.

Until now, patients with cancer have had no hope of surviving more than a few months.

---

**All That Jazz**

Martin Williams, jazz critic, writer and acquisitions editor for the Baltimore Sun, is the last of the great jazz critics to die.

He was a true jazz aficionado and had a deep knowledge of the history and culture of jazz.

---

**Weather**

Increasing cloudiness today, highs in the low thirties in the north and mid thirties in the south and west.

---

**5747 PASCH-1987 PASSOVER**

Seders Mons. . . . April 14
Tues., April 14
$9/Seder
Meals
$4/Lunch

---

**Overseas Alliance**

Help the people in the 3rd world Overseas internships Community awareness

You can make a difference!

General Meeting:
Wednesday 3/25 9 PM,
Steinberg Dietrich 217
Old & New Members Welcome
Tashjian explained that he performs two main tasks in the Partnership. He acts as an advisor and liaison between the city and merchants to plan their future. Currently, the Partnership is trying to fund a project between the Philadelphia Community Business Development Center, operating through the West Philadelphia Partnership.

"If we had another five years we could help the merchants better," Greenberg said. "We may try to find other sources of money if the city doesn't come through." The source of financial aid will probably be identified by the Partnership in the next year. The Partnership hopes to have the city continue its involvement with business development in the area, as well.

Greenberg felt that city businesses have been used as a crutch by the merchants. "The merchants can use me as a free resource," he added. "The merchants can use me as a free resource."

Tashjian added that the community has been meeting additional expenses because the city has invested $5 million in the rehabilitation of the 52nd Street shopping district. The police department currently has a mounted officer to enable residents and merchants to get comfortable and to have a police presence in the area. However, "There are a lot of drug pushers in and around 52nd Street and Market," Blackwell said. "It's very hard, but we try."

"The whole idea of our program is to ensure self-sufficiency for the future of businesses," Greenberg explained. "This includes dealing with the problems of crime and street vending and getting the merchants to work together and make the stores self-sufficient so that they will survive the shopping area similar to a mall."

Tourist and many others in the area are not being met. "There are a lot of pickpockets, drugs and people walking to the area is mostly built up, and I feel that the area has changed," added Tashjian.

"We don't have a good mix of stores for the residents," Lee said. "There are a lot of break-ins - on the area," "The area is mostly built up, and I feel that the area has changed," added Tashjian. "The whole idea of our program is to ensure self-sufficiency for the future of businesses," Greenberg explained. "This includes dealing with the problems of crime and street vending and getting the merchants to work together and make the stores self-sufficient so that they will survive."

Tourist and many others in the area are not being met. "There are a lot of pickpockets, drugs and people walking to the area is mostly built up, and I feel that the area has changed," added Tashjian. "The whole idea of our program is to ensure self-sufficiency for the future of businesses," Greenberg explained. "This includes dealing with the problems of crime and street vending and getting the merchants to work together and make the stores self-sufficient so that they will survive."

Tourist and many others in the area are not being met. "There are a lot of pickpockets, drugs and people walking to the area is mostly built up, and I feel that the area has changed," added Tashjian. "The whole idea of our program is to ensure self-sufficiency for the future of businesses," Greenberg explained. "This includes dealing with the problems of crime and street vending and getting the merchants to work together and make the stores self-sufficient so that they will survive."

Tourist and many others in the area are not being met. "There are a lot of pickpockets, drugs and people walking to the area is mostly built up, and I feel that the area has changed," added Tashjian. "The whole idea of our program is to ensure self-sufficiency for the future of businesses," Greenberg explained. "This includes dealing with the problems of crime and street vending and getting the merchants to work together and make the stores self-sufficient so that they will survive."
African nationalist and political science professor Ali Mazrui speaking at Irvine Auditorium last night

"I once felt aggrieved that the U.S. government told Jews, "Never forget you are a Jew," the slave system told Africans, "Forget that you are African; remember that you are black."" he said. Mazrui pointed out that the policies of the Reagan administration, while not specifically supporting apartheid, "were used to saturate." Nonetheless, he expressed optimism over the recent Congressional approval of sanctions against South Africa despite Reagan's opposition.

"At the moment, there is still much amnesia" will Afro-Americans be able to influence American policy toward Africa. "At the moment, there is still much amnesia" will Afro-Americans be able to influence American policy toward Africa.

Mazrui emphasized the need for a "reawakening" of black heritage in America in a speech last night, he said. "Jews are better able to influence American policy than blacks are at making Gentiles feel guilty about slavery." "At the moment, there is still much amnesia" will Afro-Americans be able to influence American policy toward Africa.

Although apartheid has brought about a "collective awakening of Afro-American identity as "displaced Africans." He commented that while the U.S. continues to favor Israel today, it remains "indifferent over the recent Congressional approval of sanctions against South Africa despite Reagan's opposition," he said. "Maybe Congress is finally beginning to give some attention." Mazrui expressed hope that Afro-Americans will influence American policy makers to help improve the situation of blacks in South Africa. Yet he said that the former racial war is an essential part of the resolution of apartheid.

IF YOU'RE ANXIOUS, IT COULD PAY TO READ THIS AD

The Philadelphia Medical Institute is looking for people who suffer from anxiety to participate in a new short term medication treatment program. Patti is using a new medication that may have certain advantages over standard treatments. The program is completely free of charge and those who complete the program will be financially compensated for their time and effort.

To qualify for this program you must be either a male or a post menopausal/surgically sterile woman.

If you feel anxious, fearful, tense, have headaches or problems sleeping, call us.

Call the Philadelphia Medical Institute

215-923-2583

LAJNO FESTIVAL 87

Tuesday, March 24th 7:00 P.M.

FILM: SALT OF THE EARTH

The Israel University Center

25-27th Floor

386 Walnut St.

Every Wednesday

The Tradition Lives On!

PENN PARTY NIGHT

Live DJ

All Vodka Drinks $1.25

PLUS

All You Can Eat Pasta with Clams or Mussels $4.95

Opening at 9 p.m.

39TH & CHESTNUT STREETS / 349 - 9000
Senior Smash

As they now exist, elections for Senior Class board positions are a farce, and everyone seems to want it that way, including the current senior class board and the candidates themselves. It has traditionally been the policy of whoever happens to be in charge of the elections each year that candidates are not permitted to talk to or be quoted in The Daily Pennsylvania. This ensures that no voting junior knows what any of the candidates stand for— if they can possibly stand for anything when the only issues at stake are to half nobody cares about. Why do we need a Senior "Class President" on his or her resume. The job of class president, along with the other senior class positions, carries with it little responsibility and not much glory either.

A campaign for senior class president, vice president or representative now consists of a person simply plastering his or her name on as many trees, walls and bulletin boards as possible. That way, when students go to vote, they will see those names whose names are embelished in their subconsciences. The idea behind the quote bane is to give everyone a fair shot at getting elected. But the fact is that as things stand now, the determining factor is how many people a candidate knows and how many votes he can get.

He helps us if he's on the team or name it or else it good looking and stands on Locust Walk making sure potential voters and this.

What harm would it do if candidates were allowed to be quoted? For one thing, it would most likely become glaringly obvious that there is nothing worth quote there about, because the positions are so lacking in substance. A simple interview might as well as follows:

DP: "So, Candidate, how will you be unique as class president?"

Candidate: "Well, I am in favor of senior smashes with music and fun of drinks."
The fear of the elections committee that if candidates are allowed to be quoted, it'd just get more and more than others. But that's politics the American way, folks. Out in the open. Until it makes its way to the University, we'll just have to wonder which candidate favor beer and which favor highballs. And to me the slightest chance there actually is a candidate with some higher ideal of what can be done with the af-

Ehrlichman's Non-Revolution

John Ehrlichman is a beaten man. He is the classic example of a fall from grace. On one day he was directed to the Executive Board at the address handed to him and try to come up with a reasonable way around the problems. What happens to the phone to Meese, who actual-

Letter to the Editor

Counseling Service To Conduct Drug Survey

The University Counseling Service will be distributing a survey regarding attitudes and patterns of drug use on campus. The survey will be handed out (rain date Thursday, April 2).

The survey will be conducted on Tuesday, March 25, 1987. The Daily Pennsylvanian.

Senior Smash

It has traditionally been the policy of whoever happens to be in charge of the elections each year that candidates are not permitted to talk to or be quoted in The Daily Pennsylvania. This ensures that no voting junior knows what any of the candidates stand for—if they can possibly stand for anything when the only issues at stake are to half nobody cares about. Why do we need a Senior "Class President" on his or her resume. The job of class president, along with the other senior class positions, carries with it little responsibility and not much glory either.

A campaign for senior class president, vice president or representative now consists of a person simply plastering his or her name on as many trees, walls and bulletin boards as possible. That way, when students go to vote, they will see those names whose names are embelished in their subconsciences. The idea behind the quote bane is to give everyone a fair shot at getting elected. But the fact is that as things stand now, the determining factor is how

Ehrlichman is a beaten man. He is the classic example of a fall from grace. On one day he was directed to the Executive Board at the address handed to him and try to come up with a reasonable way around the problems. What happens to the phone to Meese, who actual-

Letter to the Editor

Counseling Service To Conduct Drug Survey

The University Counseling Service will be distributing a survey regarding attitudes and patterns of drug use on campus. The survey will be handed out (rain date Thursday, April 2).

The survey will be conducted on Tuesday, March 25, 1987. The Daily Pennsylvanian.
The Key to Health and Happiness at Student Health

By Marjorie Collins

Have you seen a recent TV commercial that shows a young couple walking right up to a computer, get ready to type in the password, and then someone comes between them and knocks away the keyboard? This is the message of the campaign "Return to the Basics" that problematises the issue of technology and health.

In order to maintain a healthy lifestyle, students need to be aware of the impact of technology on their health. This campaign encourages people to take the time to disconnect from their devices and re-connect with the world around them. By doing so, they can improve their mental and physical health.

Benefits of disconnecting:

1. Reduced stress and anxiety:
   - When you disconnect from technology, you reduce the constant influx of notifications and emails, which can be particularly stressful if you're constantly checking your phone.
   - It can also help with sleep, as blue light from screens can disrupt your sleep cycle.

2. Improved focus:
   - By turning off notifications and social media, you'll be able to concentrate better on the task at hand.
   - It can help with productivity and effectiveness, allowing you to get more done in less time.

3. Increased physical activity:
   - Walking away from your devices encourages you to move and explore the world around you.
   - It can be particularly beneficial if you choose to take a walk or engage in a physical activity like yoga.

4. Better mental health:
   - By reducing the amount of time spent on social media, you'll be less exposed to negativity and comparisons with others.
   - It can also help reduce feelings of isolation and loneliness.

5. Increased appreciation for nature:
   - Spending time away from screens allows you to really appreciate the beauty of the natural world.
   - It can be particularly beneficial if you choose to spend time outdoors or in a green space.

So, take a break from your screens and enjoy the benefits of disconnecting. Your body and mind will thank you.

The King is Dead

by Tom Murphy

I’ve been under the gun, but I don’t have to tell you that. Anyone who can sit and listen knows that I’m tight-lipped. I used to avoid you, and now I find myself unable to sound off, but if you think I’d be able to go back to those days... I’m 53, and I miss you. I was 30, and you’re not. It’s a hard thing to say, but I miss you. I was 30, and you’re not. It’s a hard thing to say, but I miss you.

World history was written in blood, sweat, and tears. We were not the first to lay down our lives, but we were the last to do so. We were not the first to lay down our lives, but we were the last to do so. We were not the first to lay down our lives, but we were the last to do so.

The world is a tough place, and you know that. You know that life is not easy, and you know that death is always around the corner. You know that life is not easy, and you know that death is always around the corner. You know that life is not easy, and you know that death is always around the corner.

Wound and Wound We Go

by Christopher Downey

I’ve never been more scared. I’ve never been more scared.

I’m not sure what it is, but it’s been building up inside me for a while. I’ve been feeling anxious, I’ve been feeling anxious, I’ve been feeling anxious.

I want to talk about it, but I’m not sure how. I want to talk about it, but I’m not sure how. I want to talk about it, but I’m not sure how.

I hope this helps. I hope this helps. I hope this helps.

The SCUM ALSO Cares

by M. J. Jane

We’re all in this together. We’re all in this together. We’re all in this together.

I know it’s hard, but we’re not alone. I know it’s hard, but we’re not alone. I know it’s hard, but we’re not alone.

Let’s support each other. Let’s support each other. Let’s support each other.
PASSOVER MEALS
Week of April 13th - 21st

Jewish People Today
Info/Res 382-1247
Sat. March 28
$9 (student price)
Seder
Lunch/Questions   12:30 P.M.

To sign up early to guarantee a place.

For info call
Hillel x7201

**HOLOCAUST AWARENESS WEEK**

Margarita Madness
Every Wednesday
TACOS & MARGARITAS
Burger & Salad
Bar starts at 5pm
$4.49

Olahar's DINE SALON
3235 WALNUT STREET / 389-5195

Margarita Madness
Every Wednesday

PUBLIC AND HEALTH MANAGEMENT
Education for Leadership

M.P.A. Program

At a time of growing concern about health and safety, cutting-edge leadership is essential. The School of Public Administration (SPA) offers you with strong managerial and technical skills.

Co-sponsored by Saint Mary's, the College of Nursing, the College of Business and Economics.

Cardinal(a) Statesman Fellowship Program

Speaker: Ms. Jeanne D'Arcy, Director of Public Policy, Institute for Public Policy Research, Inc., Inc.

SPRING SPECIAL
25% off all our items between 12-2

B.H.anel

Support and silence spiritual readings, time to meditate alone, discussion and evening prayer.

**SILENCE IS LENTEN**

Public and Health Management
Education for Leadership

M.P.A. Program

A year-long program in public and health professions, effective leadership training program that provides opportunities for public policy research, and graduate credit in the School of Public Administration (SPA), we act with strong managerial and technical skills.

Co-sponsored by Saint Mary's, the College of Nursing, the College of Business and Economics.

Cardinal(a) Statesman Fellowship Program

Speaker: Ms. Jeanne D'Arcy, Director of Public Policy, Institute for Public Policy Research, Inc., Inc.

SPRING SPECIAL
25% off all our items between 12-2

B.H.anel

Support and silence spiritual readings, time to meditate alone, discussion and evening prayer.

**SILENCE IS LENTEN**

Many of Our Managers Began Their Careers At An
ON-CAMPUS RECRUITMENT INTERVIEW
Now, It's Your Turn To Meet With A Representative from Blue Cross and Blue Shield of New Jersey

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 8
CONTACT YOUR CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT OFFICE FOR DETAILS

Exploring your options for the future? Be sure to take a look at the thrivingservice sector, a prime mover at the heart of our social health care industry. Come find out about our MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIPS...selective opportunities to learn and grow in an exciting atmosphere that's charged with challenge.

Today's multifaceted health care system demands people with skills and background in many areas. In recent years, our Management Interns have most often manifested in the following subjects:

**Accounting**

**Business**

**Economics**

**Finance**

**Mathematics**

**Statistics**

But whatever your field, you may want to deal with what community issues and concerns; if you are taking serious business training, increasing responsibility and great benefits. Be sure you have a clear plan to get there. If you're unable to attend our On-Campus Recruitment Interview and would like further information about our Management Intern Program, please call or write:

(201) 456-2318

Blue Cross and Blue Shield of New Jersey
33 Washington Street
Newark, New Jersey 07102
We are an Equal Opportunity Employer EOE

**FINANCE**

**MATHEMATICS**

**STATISTICS**

**CARRY THE CARING CARD**
Holocaust survivor recalls camps
Detailed speech vividly describes horror

By ABE KLEINBERG
When John Fox was 16 years old, he could barely walk and weighed only 67 pounds. In May 1945, he was crammed into a cattle-car along with his brother and hundreds of other children, heading for a Nazi death camp.

But fate intervened when partisans derailed the train, killed the German guards and hid the children with local farmers until the train was pulled into the camp.

Fox, at the time a veteran of eight concentration camps, survived the Holocaust. Six million Jews, including his mother and sister, did not.

The survivor, who related his camp experiences in a talk Monday night at Harvard College, said that he was reluctant to tell his experiences in person for many years.

"I went out of my way not to associate with Holocaust survivors," he told the 60 students present at Harvard'suish House. "I did not want anyone to pity me or to give me a job or to help me because I was a survivor."

During the ninety-minute speech, Fox's eyes were filled with emotion, though it was voice quivered with anger.

He explained that after the war he lived in England and was reluctant to force the issue on his new family. He also discussed that people did not want to know about the Holocaust. But in the late 1960's, after immigrating to the United States, Fox said that he felt compelled to share his experiences because of the millions of survivors wanted to tell their experiences.

"I owe this to you," he said. "If you got sick, maimed or killed, you should speak out."

"And in 30 minutes if you're not."

What people have to understand is that when he was time to go to the train station, the guards would say to the prisoners, 'We want the prisoners' eyes only, k-jj.

"What people have to understand is that when he was time to go to the train station, the guards would say to the prisoners, 'We want the prisoners' eyes only, k-jj."

"We're going to any lengths to cover campus news. The Daily Pennsylvania.

ATTENTION GRADUATE STUDENTS: Applications for TRUSTEE LIAISON and UNIVERSITY COUNCIL COMMITTEES for 1987-88 are now available at the GAPSA Office 251 Houston Hall 898-3150 Deadline for applications is April 3rd Applicants must sign-up for interview

APARTMENTS FOR NOW & SEPT
Don't waste your summer looking for an apartment. A DEPOSIT NOW WILL GUARANTEE YOU AN APT. FOR SEPT WITH TODAY'S PRICES! Rent now for Sept and beat Summer's higher prices. Come and see our sample apts. WITH TODAY'S PRICES! Rent now for Sept and beat Summer's higher prices. Come and see our sample apts.

Efficiency 270-300, One Bed 350-400 Only two months in advance to move in for students with I.D. Prices good through April 30. Call 222-7909 for appointment.

PENN'S COLLEGE HOUSES AND LIVING-LEARNING PROGRAMS
WELCOME ED BRADLEY CBS '60 MINUTES' CORRESPONDENT AND 1987 PAPPAS FELLOW IN RESIDENCE
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APARTMENTS FOR NOW & SEPT
Don't waste your summer looking for an apartment. A DEPOSIT NOW WILL GUARANTEE YOU AN APT. FOR SEPT WITH TODAY'S PRICES! Rent now for Sept and beat Summer's higher prices. Come and see our sample apts. Efficiency and One Bedrooms with paid utilities except electricity.

Laundry, Management & Maintenance on premises. AmTel Security System in all apts. We are TEN MINUTES FROM CAMPUS.

Efficiency starts 270-300, One Bed 350-400 Only two months in advance to move in for students with I.D. Prices good through April 30. Call 222-7909 for appointment.
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Reid, chairman of the
federation's board of
directors and director of
the organization's
Hospice and Jewish
Tradition Program.

KAPLAN HEALTH
SERVICES,
INC.

1511 Walnut St.-11th Floor
Philadelphia, PA 19102
(215) 546-3317

KAPLAN MEDICAL
PLACEMENT SERVICES,
INC.

222-0770

215 W. Washington Ave.
Melrose Park, PA 19126
(215) 639-5518

Thursday, March 26
8:00 PM
High Rise North Rooftop Lounge
3901 Locust Walk

Friday night parties continue...
With Live Entertainment by
Waco Smith and the Boy's

Plus
Wednesday Night Drink Special: Jack Daniels

40th & Walnut
222-0770
Mr. & Mrs. Percy Goldby
Happy Anniversary
To a wonderful couple.
Love
Rita, Helen and Family

Work Study Opportunity
at the Computing Resource Center
- varied tasks related to microcomputer training, publishing & consulting
- morning hours needed
- microcomputer experience desirable but not mandatory
Contact James Gill, CRC, 898-1780

SUMMER JOBS FOR GRAD STUDENTS
Help Write a T.A. Handbook For FAS
11500 Sprig For The Summer
3 Positions Available
To Apply:
Pick Up Application At The WATU Office, 4th Floor Bennett Hall
Bring Your Completed Application To A Meeting On Friday, April 3 At Noon, 413a Bennett Hall.

The Social Work Faculty and Students invites you to our Alumni Brown Bag Series

"Social Work and Sexual Health Care"
Chris Lyman, Social Worker
Student Health Service, Penn
Wednesday, March 25, 1987
1:00-2:00 p.m.
3701 Locust Walk, Room D-27

"Careers in Human Resources"
Anu Rao, Penn School of Social Work, M.S.W.
Director, Faculty and Staff Assistance Program
Wednesday, April 1, 1987
1:00-2:00 p.m.
3701 Locust Walk, Room D-26

The 13th Annual Whitney M. Young, Jr. Memorial Conference
April 3-5, 1987
Harnessing Our Economic, Political and Professional Resources
Highlights of the 13th Conference

Friday, April 3, 1987
Welcome Reception
Guest Speaker: Marion L. Corns, President and Chief Executive Officer of the National Credit Union Administration

Saturday, April 4, 1987
Panel Discussions and Seminars
Workshops
Topic: Managing Workforce Diversity
Chairman: Lyda L. Johnson, Assistant Secretary, U.S. Department of Labor
Co-Chairman: T. White, Ph.D., Director, Office of Human Resources Development, U.S. Department of Labor
Panelists: Sandra H. Brown, Arthur D. Little, Inc.; Carol J. Bressler, Consultant; and Janet E. Paolillo, Consultant

The East Quad Presents
IF YOU COULD SPEND AN EVENING IN WITH . . .
Faculty/Student Discussion Series
Tonight Join
Dr. Alice Kelley
Assoc. Professor of English
for an evening of informal discussion
Provost Tower Lounge, Quadrangle
7:30 p.m.
Refreshments
All are welcome!
Financial aid growth lags behind tuition

"We are at a loss of support," Golden explained. "People step up, and it keeps as revenue."

"The (former wallwriters) believe in what they do," Golden explained. "When you work for something you believe in, you show people that it works."

According to Golden, the program helps small artists as the artists, and the participants are happy about the experience they are gaining from the program. "Everyone has his own specialties, and these guys are growing up," Golden said. "They're doing it on their own." Theodore Harris, a former wallwriter, said previously that he could do his work at the Science Center exhibit and be growing up. "The good thing about murals is that they're a statement," Harris said. "What's happening in my neighborhood is we go into an area, they're defaced in trash areas."

Harris said, "I never really picked up a paycheck before."

"If you look at relative financial aid packages, they have improved, but they may not improve as much next year," Stine said. "We are very much involved in trying to advertise the financial aid options for specfic students.

The most important thing in the financial aid process, Stine said, "is our ability to gather information to put people in the most critical positions."

He added that the Penn Plan offers a variety of avenues for funding a college education. The Penn Plan is a financial planning offers loans with variable interest rates as well as a budgeting program to assist families with potential financial aid. But because of the fiscal problems facing the state and University, the plan does not predict that help will be available for families using the plan does not predict that help will be available for families. However, he added that the plan has been funded and money will still be available for student loans and loan assistance.

Financial aid recipient and Wharton sophomore Michael Huntzsch said last spring that he was able to pay last year's 7.7 percent tuition increase, adding that he does not feel the 4.5 percent rise this year is unreasonable. "I don't think a small increase will be too bad of financial aid," Huntzsch said. "I don't think that's too much of a burden."

He added that the financial aid package has increased for the past two years at the same rate as tuition increases.

Graffiti exhibit opens at Science Center

"We take ugly graffiti walls and make them into something beautiful."

"The (former wallwriters) believe in what they do," Golden explained. "When you work for something you believe in, you show people that it works."

According to Golden, the program helps small artists as the artists, and the participants are happy about the experience they are gaining from the program. "Everyone has his own specialties, and these guys are growing up," Golden said. "They're doing it on their own." Theodore Harris, a former wallwriter, said previously that he could do his work at the Science Center exhibit and be growing up. "The good thing about murals is that they're a statement," Harris said. "What's happening in my neighborhood is we go into an area, they're defaced in trash areas."

Harris said, "I never really picked up a paycheck before."

"If you look at relative financial aid packages, they have improved, but they may not improve as much next year," Stine said. "We are very much involved in trying to advertise the financial aid options for specfic students.

The most important thing in the financial aid process, Stine said, "is our ability to gather information to put people in the most critical positions."

He added that the Penn Plan offers a variety of avenues for funding a college education. The Penn Plan is a financial planning offers loans with variable interest rates as well as a budgeting program to assist families with potential financial aid. But because of the fiscal problems facing the state and University, the plan does not predict that help will be available for families using the plan does not predict that help will be available for families. However, he added that the plan has been funded and money will still be available for student loans and loan assistance.

Financial aid recipient and Wharton sophomore Michael Huntzsch said last spring that he was able to pay last year's 7.7 percent tuition increase, adding that he does not feel the 4.5 percent rise this year is unreasonable. "I don't think a small increase will be too bad of financial aid," Huntzsch said. "I don't think that's too much of a burden."

He added that the financial aid package has increased for the past two years at the same rate as tuition increases.
Baseball scores 5-2 victory behind strong pitching

(Continued from back page)

When Nick Pires slumped to left with two outs and a man on base, and also to the left, Nick Pires got a double. He came to the plate with one out and a hit. Frank O'Brien and Jon Rubin scored both runs. They were stranded.

Widener, meanwhile, had trouble getting men on base, or strand the runners they had. He scored a run on three hits, one, by Jon Rubin, to left-center for an opposite-field single and again stole second. Ed DiMaio, who went 2-for-3 in his debut, drove in a perfect advancing Rose to third. O'Shea, who gave up nine hits in all, was credited with the victory. Both were stranded.

O'Shea, who was hit by a pitch to put runners on second base, in the process advancing Rose to third. O'Shea then caught a drag bunt between the mound and first base, in the process advancing Rose to third. O'Shea hit a short hop single to left. Widener left 10 men on base in all, 5-4-3 double play, allowing Ferrara to round to score when Dave Amory's ground single to left was misplayed by left fielder Mike Murphy. Also in the fifth, Penn finally broke through against the parade of effective Quaker pitching. Wagner, who was credited with the victory, went walked and then came all the way around to score when Dave Amory's ground single to left was misplayed by left fielder Mike Murphy. Also in the fifth, Penn finally broke through against the parade of effective Quaker pitching. Wagner, who was credited with the victory, went walked and then came all the way around to score when Dave Amory's ground single to left was misplayed by left fielder Mike Murphy.

He referred to the blacks' past and present as a whole. He referred to the blacks' past and present as a whole.

While he did not mean to suggest that the blacks' past and present as a whole.

(Continued from page 5)
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Shoemaker and Nicklas will lead M. Lacrosse
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Quakers. "I'm happy with the way things are going this year." Seaman
said. "Every game we've played is
hard-fought, and our record reflects it.

"If you've gone to play against high-
caliber teams, you've got to be as
effective as you can be," Seaman
said. "I think we've been doing a
better job in the way we play, and
that's been reflected in our record.

"I'll go back and see what changes I
have that I can make in the way I
played," Matthews said. "I'm go-
ging to see how I can get better, and
I'll see what I can do to help the
team win." Matthews said he ex-
pected to see more of the team in the
future.

"I think we've been doing a better
job of playing together," Matthews
said. "We've been working hard in
practice, and that's helped us win a
couple of games. I think we're going
to continue to play well and win more
games." Matthews said he was
looking forward to the season's finish.
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Explorers advance to NIT final

Three-pointers lead La Salle to victory

NEW YORK (AP) - La Salle shot over a deep Arkansas-Little Rock defense to advance to the NCAA men's basketball tournament with a 92-73 victory over UALR on Saturday, March 8. The Explorers' 19 points and Paul Spr- mons 21 for La Salle. James Dawn led

W. Track to open season on Saturday

Win at indoor Heps good sign for Penn

By ERIN GOFF

The Penn men's track team finished its indoor season by winning the Heptagonal Championship. That's unusual, because the Quakers have won four straight in-

Softball loses third straight

Quakers manage only two wins in 7-1 loss

By LEN SEMANOW

There are those teams which suffer from on-field problems, and other that have a personality conflict. The Penn softball team is 15-4 this season, but its final score of 7-1, its third loss of the season, is the result of a long, hot and humid day in West Chester. The Quakers were held to a single run in each of the last three innings of the game, but still managed to score a couple of runs against the potent Heps defense.

Duncan Edwards slides back into first base to avoid being picked off during the Quakers' 8-2 win over Widener at Bowlin Field yesterday.

M. Lax hosts third-ranked Navy

Penn hopes to avenge last year's loss to Midshipmen

By WILLIAM BROWN

Following last week's dominating victory over the Naval Academy, the Quakers were facing their first real test of the season. The game was a battle between two teams who had been dominant in their respective conferences, but were looking to prove themselves on the national stage. The Quakers were able to come out on top, winning 14-of-15 attempts in the first half, and ultimately defeating Navy 92-73 in the semifinals at Madison Square Garden. "I think we played a game against us and we did it at a high level," said head coach Tim Legler. "We didn't make many mistakes and we played well in the second half."

No team in the country can play like they try to," said Tim Legler, "and Tim Legler was hitting at least 50% tonight in scoring, as he did in the first half in scoring, as he did in the second half."

"We knew they were a grinding team that's been around the block," said Legler. "We knew they were going to try to take advantage of our inconsistencies, and we didn't play well in the second half."

The Quakers, led by Legler and Tarr, hit 14-of-15 attempts in the first half in scoring, as they did in the second half.

The Quakers, led by Legler and Tarr, hit 14-of-15 attempts in the first half in scoring, as they did in the second half.

"I don't know if we've got a lot of firepower, and right now we need to figure out what we do when we have to do, as they received ex-

Ways to pitch the ball include:...